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We construct a functional calculus for the operator 3 = (J+ A)( -i(d/dx)) where 
J is an invertible n x n constant matrix and A(x) is a small bounded matrix valued 
function. We define d(g) and prove its boundedness on L* for a certain class of 4, 
Unlike the scalar version of 2, it is not clear how to estimate the resolvent of the 
matrix case in order to apply standard Calderon-Zygmund theory. Instead, using 
some ideas of Alan McIntosh, we prove boundedness by establishing quadratic 
estimates. The functional calculus for 9 leads to a functional calculus for 
n:= , (( -i(d/dx)) - a,) where the a, are derivatives of suitably constrained bounded 
functions. In the last part of the paper, we consider a matrix a/& operator which 
leads naturally to a bilinear operator the boundedness of which has long been an 
open question. c 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1 
In this paper, we construct a functional calculus for the operator 9 = 
(J+ A)( - i(d/dx)) where J is an invertible n x n constant matrix and A(x) 
is a small bounded n x n matrix valued function. We define #(9) and prove 
its boundedness on L2 for a certain class of 4. 9 is a generalization to 
matrices of the operator (l/( 1 + a))( - i(d/dx)) where a is a scalar function 
close to 0, studied by Coifman and Meyer in [CM] (see also 
[CMM, KM]). Unlike the scalar case, there doesn’t seem to be a way of 
directly estimating the resolvent of 52 so that one can use standard 
Calderon-Zygmund theory. Instead, we turn to the work of Alan McIntosh 
[MC] who has studied the question of functional calculi for certain general 
classes of operators. To prove boundedness, it is necessary and sufficient to 
establish the so-called quadratic estimates, which reduce to proving the 
boundedness of a series of operators consisting of perturbations and multi- 
plications. See [CMM, CMS] for the scalar case. 
* This work is part of the author’s thesis at Yale University done under the direction of 
Dr. Ronald Coifman. The author was partially supported by an NSF Graduate Fellowship. 
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In Section 2, we show that 9 falls into the class of operators considered 
by McIntosh, with spectrum lying in a cone f. The main work is then 
to control the quadratic estimate 1: jlrC/(t9)fll: (dt/t) where $(x) = 
x/( 1 + x2). In Section 3, instead of considering the single cone r containing 
the spectrum of J, we consider a union of sufficiently thin cones containing 
J’s spectrum. The analogous functional calculus for 9 leads to a functional 
calculus for 
fJ (( -$+J. 
The ~1, are derivatives of suitably constrained bounded functions. In the last 
part of this paper, we consider the matrix operator 
S= (ut-, 2/)(-i g> 
acting on functions defined on the plane, a(z) bounded and small. This 
operator has a first differential which leads to a new class of bilinear 
operators on I!%‘: B(f, g) = SC (f(z + U) g(z - u)/u’) du, the boundedness of 
which is still an open question. 
In the derivations that follow, overall constants, and in particular minus 
signs, may be ignored, and thus equality will sometimes stand for “up to 
multiplicative constant.” The letter c will be used to denote a generic 
constant, c with subscripts will denote more specific constants. 
2 
Let J be a constant, n x n matrix, in Jordan canonical form, with 
(repeated) eigenvalues ~11, j = 1, ..,, n. We assume mj E Z-n,2P 20, some 0 > 0, 
where, for 0 < fl< 742, we define the double cone 
In particular, none of the aj is 0. Let D = -i(d/dx), and A = A(x), a small, 
in L”, matrix (we will restrict A below). Let 9 = (J+ A)D, an operator on 
H’(R)x ... x H’(R) c L2( R) x . x L2( R) = H. Following the definitions 
of McIntosh, see [MC], we show: 
CLAIM 2.1. 9 is of type rn,z ~ o, 
In other words, we need to show that if A 4 rX,2P 0, then 
II l/(1 +i9)ll, G c. In the following, the norms will usually be the obvious 
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operator norms from H to H, or, from the direct product of n Banach 
spaces into itself. We define B by 
l-B=(l+AJ~‘))‘. (2.1) 
Since (J+A)- ‘=J-‘(1 +A-‘) -‘=JP’(l -B), 
1 +A9= 1 +n(J+A)D=(J+A)[(J+A)~‘+3”0] 
=(J+A)J-‘[l-B+JZI]=(J+A)J-‘[l+iJD-B] 
=(J+A)K’[l-BR,](l+%JD)~ 
where R, = 1/( 1 + %JD). So, 
1 II I! l+i9 2 = lIR).(l -BRA)-’ (1 +AJ~‘)~‘ll,6c 5 II&II:“’ IIBII:. /=O 
Let’s write J as J= M+ N, M diagonal, N nilpotent. Now, 
1 n-’ Nk (-l)kk! (Aok ---= 
1 +AJt k:. k! (1 +14M)k+’ 
So, considering l/(1 + AJt) as a multiplication operator in Fourier 
transform space, to show that l/(1 + AJt) is bounded from H to 
H with a constant independent of %, it suffices to show that 
11 (Aok/( 1 + AgM)k + ‘11 J3 < co, k = 0, . . . . n - 1, with a constant independent 
of I,. It suffices to do the same for ll(A4)“/(1 + A<c~,)~+‘II oo, i = i, . . . . n. But 
this is true, since 11 + A& 3 sin 0, (since 5 is real, cli E r,,,P,,, and 
A#rn,2-0.) SO, IIR,II,<c’t some constant independent of A, where 
A 4 r,,,_,. So it suffices, for this part of the argument, to have A small 
enough so that )/ BJl z < l/c,. (Here, B denotes the operator of multiplication 
by B.) 
We now proceed to construct a functional calculus for 9. Following 
[MC], for Ic/ analytic on r,,,-, and satisfying [$(z)l <c Jzl”/(l + 1~1~‘) for 
some c, s > 0 and all z in rniZ _ e, we can define 
where y is the boundary of rnjZPB. To show that this definition can be 
extended for f E H m(rX,2 _ ‘,), the space of bounded holomorphic functions 
on r,j2-,, so that f(9) is defined and satisfies Ilf(9)l12 < c lifll m, it 
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suffices to show that 9 and 9* satisfy quadratic estimates, for some 
holomorphic function in T,+ ~ e, which decays sufficiently fast at 0 and CC. 
We will use ll/(r) = </( 1 + 5’). Since 29 = (J+ A)D, 
a*=D(J*+A*)=(J*+A*)-‘((J*+A*)D)(J*+A*). 
Note that J* = M* + N* is in conjugate Jordan form. We will henceforth 
assume that whatever hypotheses are placed on A and J, will also be placed 
on A* and J*. With this in mind, since 9* has the same form as 9 modulo 
a conjugation by a bounded operator, we will show quadratic estimates for 
9 only. 
We want to estimate 
Let P, = l/( 1 + t2J2D2), Q, = tDP,. If p(z) E l/( 1 + t2t2z2), 
1 “-I Nk akp 
1 + t2t3J2 = P(J) = ; EQ (ML 
Here, as before, J= M + N, M diagonal, N nilpotent, M and N commute. 
(dkp/dzk)(M) is diagonal, with the (j,j) entry equal to (&,)^ (C)s 
( i?“p/cYzk)( 01~). Here, 
ak 
=- n 
dZk ( 
‘gncRe ‘1 ,-I.Isgn(Rez)/z 
Z i = a, 
Since ~11 E rn,* _ 28, we can treat sgn(Re(z)) as a constant in the a/az 
differentiation, hence, 
&(x) = pk sgn(Re OL]), d, 1x1 cI~‘~~“(~~~J)‘~, 
( / > 
where pk is some finite polynomial in 3 variables. Since 
Re(sgn( Re CX~)/CC~) > 0, I&(x)1 is bounded by an even, decreasing, 
integrable, square integrable function. Hence, P, is bounded from 
L2(R) x . . . x L*(w) I-+ L*(R) x . . . xL2([w), liP,l12<c2<m, some c2 which 
does not depend on b. Now, P, f = Gt * f, where @, is an n x n matrix of 
functions which are bounded by positive, even, decreasing, integrable 
functions. Let 6, be the matrix of such bounding functions. We have 
CI’= 1 C;= 1 Il(b,),ll 1 < c3, some c3. Note that CY= 1 C;=, lI(s’, * &,Jiill 1 6 
(c3)‘. 
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We now want to define rrc,= l/(1 + t2DJ(J+A)D). Now, 
1 + t2DJ(J+ A)D = 1 + t* D2J2 + t2 DJAD 
=J5-?D(l+J& 
x t2 DJAD && Jm. 
Here, we take the square root with branch cut along the negative real axis: 
of stays away from an acute cone with vertex at the origin, whose axis is 
the negative real axis. We denote I Jdm = a. So, 
7t*=Jz 
1 
1 +fit’DJAD fi 
a. 
Taking Fourier transforms, we see that: 
CLAIM 2.2. fi is bounded from HH H (H = L*(R) x . . . x L2(R)). 
Proof: It suffices to check that the multiplier 
is bounded in L”, where, as before, p = l/( 1 + t2t2z2). It certainly suffices 
to check the boundedness of (@/az”)(l/( 1 + t2(2z2))“2 Izcz,, where the 
constant will not depend on t and r, but will depend on k and mj. It is 
easily seen that it suffices to show that yk((d”/dyk)(l/(l + Y’))‘/~) is 
bounded for any y E I-z,2 _ 20, but this follows from Cauchy’s theorem, since 
’ (l/(1 +Y )) l’* is bounded and holomorphic on rz,2 _ B. The same argument 
also shows that tDJ/dm, and hence tD/Jw, is bounded 
from H H H (since y/Jm is bounded and holomorphic on rX,2- e), 
and that Q, is bounded from HI-+ H (since y/( 1 + y’) is bounded and 
holomorphic on rz,2 _ O). 
Returning to z,, rr, = fi (l/( 1 + L)) A, where fi is bounded from 
HH H, and 
From the above remarks, we note that tD/,/n is bounded from 
Hw H, and so we can restrict the L” norm of A so that llLl12 is sufficiently 
small, so that l/( 1 + L) is bounded from H H H. Thus, we restrict A so 
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that IILIJ,<l, and hence ~(~,Jz<c4<co, some c4. Note that since fi tD 
is bounded from HH H, 71, tD is also bounded. 
We now define E by 
1 -E= (1 +JAJp2),-‘, (2.2) 
and we further restrict A so that lIEI 2 < l/c, (where c2 has already been 
defined to be ljP,I12). 
LEMMA 2.1. 
n,tDJ(J+A)J-2=Q,(l-EP,)-‘1. (2.3) 
Proof: 
l-EP,=(1+t2J2D2-E)P, 
=((l +JAJ-2)-1 + t2J2D2)P, 
J(J+A)J-2(1-EP,)=(1+JAJ-2)((1+JAJ-2)-1+t2J2D2)Pt 
=(l +(J*+JA) t’D*)P,. 
Hence, 
tDJ(J+A)J-2(1-EP,)=t(D+t2DJ(J+A)D2)P, 
=(l+t’DJ(J+A)D)tDP,. 
Thus, 
n,tDJ(J+A)J-*=Q,(l-EP,)-‘. 
Note that IJEPJ, < 1. 
Now we are ready to work with tj(t9) = t9/(1 + t29*). 
1 + t2g2 = 1 + t’((J+ A)D)* 
= 1 +t2(J+/4)(DJD+DAD) 
=(J+A)[(J+A)-‘+t2(DJD+DAD)] 
=(J+A)[J-1(1+AJ-1)-1+t2(DJD+DAD)] 
=(J+A)J-‘[(l+AJ)-‘ft2J(DJD+D.4D)] 
=(J+A)J-‘[l-B+t2DJ(J+A)D] 
=(J+A)J-‘(l+t*DJ(J+A)D)[l-n$]. 
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so, 
Il/(t9)=(1 +t292))1 t9 
=(l-7r,B))’ x,J(J+A))’ t(J+A)D 
=(~-Tc,B)~‘E~~DJ 
=(~-~~B)-‘(~c,~DJ(J+A)J~~)J(~+AJ-~)-’ 
=(l -rr,B) ’ QJl -EP,))‘J(l +AJm’)m~‘, 
by Lemma 2.1. 
We will now also assume that A is so small that 
where cq is the norm of 71,. So 
min(l/c,, l/c,). Let 
K=J( 
far, concerning B, we require llBl12 < 
1 + AJ- ‘)-I, (2.5) 
a bounded matrix. Noting that II( 1 - rc,B) ’ I( 2 < c, we have that 
1 
IIN,<--, (2.4) 
c4 
ll$(~~)fll, d c f llQ,(~-‘,)” 47112. (2.6) 
k=O 
So, for h such that JF lhl2 (dt/t)= 1, 
llwwll: t “)‘i2zs;pj; 
<SUP c f jm IIQW’,)” W-II2 h(t) $ 
h k=O o 
dt ‘I2 
<c f. (j:’ IIQ,W,)kKfl:,) 
k&O (2.7) 
To estimate the expression in the last line of (2.7), we proceed as in 
[CMS], where a similar estimate is done for non-matrix P,, Q,. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (An Immediate Generalization of Theorem 4 in 
[CMS]). Let P,, be an operator on functions defined on R, with 
(P,)A(~)=6(tOf(5), where 
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Let P, be another such. Zf f(x, t) = f,( ) . x IS such that I)sup, 1 f,(x)1 11 2 < co, 
and g(x, t) = g,(x) is such that Il(ic Ig,(x)l’ (dt/t))“‘II, < co, then 
D 
I I” (P,f,)(Rg,) $ H’(R). 0 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let b E BMO(R), g,(x) = (g:(x), . . . . g:(x)), where 
suplro [g{(x)1 E L2( R, dx), j= 1, . . . . n. Then, defining 
4x, t) = f’,{W(Q,g,(x))) - Q@CM’,s,b-)))~ 
we have 
ll~b, f)ll: f) 
l/2 
GC lIbll* sup Ig,(x)lll2. 
t>o 
Here, P, = l/( 1 + t2J2D2), Q, = tDP,, as before. 
Proof. To prove this, as in [CMS], we compute the scalar product 
between f(x, t) in L2(lR: ; dxdt/t)” and d(x, t), i.e., 
ss iw2 + (4% t), f(x, t)> y, 
where ( , ) is the usual pointwise dot product in C”. But 
1.f iw2 (d(x, t),f(x, t)> F=s” b(x) h(x) dx, + -m 
where 
hC”,‘jom <Qtgr, P:f,) ;- jr <P,g,, Q:ft>; 
=D 
I O” (P,g,, P:fi) dt. 0 
Hence h(x) E H’( [w), by Proposition 2.1, since each entry of P,, P: satisfies 
the hypotheses of that theorem. (To show this, argue using Cauchy’s 
theorem on kth derivatives as before.) Proposition 2.2 is proved. 
We now return to the expansion of (sr lIti f I/ : (dt/t))“2. For 
1= 1, . ..) n, let u, denote the n x n matrix with 1 at (I, I) entry, O’s elsewhere. 
Recall the definition of E in (2.2), and write E= (ells) for Z, I’= 1, . . . . n. 
Then, a,Ea,, = e,,,PIlz, where Bll, has 1 in the (I, I’) entry, O’s elsewhere. So, 
~,Ax, t) = P,{+%(Q, gl(x))) - Qt{a&+(ptgtb-))l 
= P,{edPz,rQ,) g,(x)1 - Q,{e,@,rP, g,(x))). 
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Arguing as in Proposition 2.2, we obtain 
So we can use Proposition 2.1 again. Thus, 
( jox Il~udx, r,lli y2 bc lleN4m llw Ig,(x)l 112. 
I>0 
Adding over Z, I’, remembering that IjEll < l/c, (as multiplier), we obtain, 
denoting by /II , 111 the norm in L’(dx dt)/r) x . . . x L*(dx dt/t), 
lll~,(~Q, g,) - Q,W,g,)/ll G c llgJ2~ 
where g, =suP~,~ Idx, [)I. Since llEl12< l/c,, IIP,Il,<c,, we have 
IllQt(=‘,g,N GP IllQrs,lll +c llg*llzr 
for some 0 < p < 1. Remembering that 
from (2.7), to show convergence, it suffices to show 
IllQ,W,)k glll d dU + k) /IgIl,, 
g E (L2(rW))n. We proceed by induction. The case k = 0 follows from 
Plancherel’s theorem. For the inductive step, set g,(x) = (EP,)k- ’ g. Then, 
Ill Q,(Ep,)” glll = Ill Q,(Ep,) g,/l/ 
G P IllQt 8,111 + c Ill g,*IIl 
G cbk llsll2 + c III gr,lll. 
Now, P, f = @, * f where, by a remark made before, Qt is an n x n matrix 
the entries of which are bounded by the corresponding entries of &‘, whose 
entries are positive, even, decreasing, integrable functions. We have 
C’= 1 c,“= 1 II alI 1 G c3. Thus, (Pfg), < Cg*, g* denotes the Hardy- 
Littlewood maximal function, and C = (c,) is a matrix with positive 
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entries, C, & cd< (c~)~. So, if we put a further assumption on E, say 
Ci Zj lie, II m d p/c,, we will obtain 
IllQ,W’,)kglll dckpk IIgllz+cpk lIgll,=cW+l)pk Ilgllr, 
and the induction goes forward. This finishes the square function estimates. 
We summarize the above derivations and restrictions in: 
THEOREM 2.1. Zf 9 = (J+A(x))D, where the eigenualues of J lie in 
r n/2-209 then for f EHoo(fxlz~o)r f(9) is defined 
operator on L’(R)” if the following conditions hold 
and defines a bounded 
where 1-B=(l +AJ- ‘))I, I/1/(1 +2JD)II,<c,, and I~~c,I/~<c~ (see 
below); 
where L = (to/d-) JA(tD/Jm), so that l17c,/12 < c4, 
some c4 where n,=&(l/(l +L))&; 
1 
IIEII 2 < -1 
c2 
where l-E=(l+JAJ-*))’ and IlP,(I,<c,; and 
E = (e,), and c3 arose in bounding the convolution operator P, functions by 
even, integrable, decreasing functions. 
Corresponding assumptions are also made on J* and A*. 
The restrictions made on the position of the eigenvalues of J are not 
essential. Indeed, let J’ be any invertible n x n matrix in Jordan canonical 
form. There exists y real such that e”‘J’ satisfies the spectrum assumptions 
made in the beginning. In fact, we should choose y so that eiYoc,! E r,,, ~ 2. 
for maximal possible positive 8, where the OLJ~ are the eigenvalues of J’. If 
f is bounded and holomorphic on e ~ iY(rX,2 ~ o), a rotated cone containing 
the spectrum of J’, then f?(z) E f(e- ‘?z is bounded and holomorphic on ) 
r n,2-o. But f((J’+A’)D)=f,(e’Y(J’+A’)D), and the right hand side can 
be handled by Theorem 2.1 (apply hypotheses to A = e@A’). 
Furthermore, by conjugation, a functional calculus exists for small 
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perturbations of any invertible n x n matrix K. Indeed, write K = LJ’L- ‘, 
J’ in Jordan form, the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 would have to be 
checked for Lp ‘A’L, where A’ is the perturbation in (K + A’(x))D. We 
may also need to multiply L ~ ‘A’L by a phase factor, as above. 
3 
In [MC], A. McIntosh considers operators with spectrum in a cone. His 
constructions can be immediately generalized to operators with spectrum 
in a union of cones. We will sketch an outline below, and then apply the 
results to 9 discussed in Theorem 2.1 to obtain a functional calculus for 
F = ny=, (D - cr,), where c(; = A:, Ai bounded. 
First, an outline of the general case. Let T be an operator in a Hilbert 
space W. Suppose G(T) and its complex conjugate are contained in 
f = f, v ... v f,, where, for k = 1, . . . . m, r, is an infinite open cone with 
vertex at the origin in the complex plane, symmetric about the origin, the 
f, are pairwise disjoint except at the vertex, no f, contains the imaginary 
axis, and, for k = 1, . . . . m, r, = r;l. for some 1 Q k’ d m. Suppose further 
that T is closed, densely defined, and if z $ f, I/ l/( T- z)ll < c/lzl. Denote by 
r, the union of cones r expanded by a factor of E, where E is so small that 
f, satisfies the same conditions as ZY 
Following McIntosh, let 
ff”(rc) = {f: r, ++ @ I f analytic, llfil 3c < ~0 )
!P(r,)= fEH”(T,)I3s>O,c>.Osuchthat If(z)i<$$-,VzeT, 
Let $ E ul(f-,). Ify, is the boundary of r, with the reverse orientation, let 
It is easy to see that $k(T) is absolutely convergent in the norm topology. 
Let $(T) = CT= i $k(T). It is not hard to see that if $ is a rational 
function, the above definition gives the correct result. The convergence 
theorems in [MC, Sects. 4 and 51 hold. The sufficiency of quadratic 
estimates for T and T* for, say, 11/(t) = &‘( 1 + t*), for the existence of a 
functional calculus for f E H”(T,), follows as well. 
Now, suppose T is as above, and suppose T and T* satisfy quadratic 
estimates. Suppose the cones r, are so thin, that r” = {z” I z E UT, i rk} 
consists of cones which do not cover the plane (not necessarily m cones). Let 
fbe holomorphic and bounded on r” expanded ne times. Then, p(z) = f(z”) 
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is holomorphic and bounded on r,, so we can define p(T) = f (T"), and 
p(T) is bounded on W. 
Let us now turn to an example which connects to Theorem 2.1. Let D be 
as before, and for ,j= 1, . . . . n, let B, be bounded functions. Define T to be 
tBi B;D {{ BnilD %‘i. 
If each Bj is sufficiently close to 1 in the L” norm, then T is of the type 
considered. The proof that T and T* satisfy quadratic estimates is the 
content of Theorem 2.1, and it is easy to see that the spectrum of T lies in 
a finite union of thin wedges. The eigenvalues of 
i 0 (j1 .’ 0 61 ... ‘ ‘.  0 : ; 0 61 : ! 
are the n roots of unity. (We may need to rotate T to avoid the imaginary 
axis. ) 
Note that T” is a diagonal matrix, whose (1, 1) entry is 
B, DB,- i D B, D. Suppose we want a functional calculus for 9 = 
nl= i (D - cl,), where tli = A:, A, bounded. Now, D - ai = eAzDepAt, so 
= eAn{ (e “I~““D)(~“‘--AID)...(~A,~A~~ID)},~A~, 
It sullices to build a functional calculus for eA1 ~ A2D . . . eAnp Anm1D. Let B, = 
eat ~ An , B,_,=eA2pAl ,..., B1=eAnpAn-I. If IIAi+,-Aillm, i=l,..., n-l, 
and /(A i - A,IJ ~ are small, then we have a functional calculus for T”. Since 
T” is diagonal, we have a functional calculus for the (1, 1) entry, which is 
what we wanted. 
4 
In the last part of this paper, we will attempt o find a functional calculus 
for another operator, but this search will lead us to an unsolved problem. 
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Define a/& = (l/2)(@& - i(a/ay)) and put aZ = - i(a/&). Consider the 
operator 
where a(z) is a bounded function defined on the complex plane with small 
L”’ norm. So, S is a perturbation of S,, where 
so= 0 ( > b-1 a- _. 
Note that a functional calculus for S, can be easily obtained using the 
Fourier transform. S at first seems to be rather similar in form to the 
operator 9 considered in the first part of this paper. However, the major 
difference is that the spectrum of 8; is the whole complex plane, unlike the 
case of the selfadjoint operator - i(d/dx). Thus, we can no longer use a 
contour integral around the spectrum. Instead, for a function q3 to be 
restricted later, we are led to consider 
a formula used by Coifman and Meyer in [CM2]. In order that b(S) defines 
a bounded mapping from L’(C) to L’(C) and depends analytically on a 
close to 0 in L”, we must have that the first differential gives rise to a 
bounded mapping from L2(@) to L’(C). In other words, for t real, defining 
s, = 
( > 
' ta a;, ta -1 
we need to consider (d/dt)q5(S,)J,=, 
This we now proceed to do. Now, 
as a mapping from L2(C) to L2(@). 
dll i 
0 
-- = 
1 a -- 
al-i.u* 
1 ‘i. dtS,-AI,=, 
\ 
1 “Z 
-mum 
0 
We will work with just the (1, 2) entry, the other being similar. So, we need 
to consider the operator 
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where f E L’(C), and c is an appropriate constant. Taking Fourier trans- 
forms, it is equivalent to consider the bilinear operator 
where 
Now, 
1 5 e 1 -= +- 
a+[-l[+A 2[+a > g+i . 
SO, 
Hence, 
44 5)=5 2J(B+i;bM. 
We now specialize to d(p) = Ji/p, which is a useful function to have in a 
functional calculus. Then, 
Now, (a + <)/(cC+ [) gives rise to a bounded operator on L2. So, we 
concentrate on (o! + 24)/(c( + 2[), and study the operator 
It is straightforward to rewrite B, as an integral operator 
B,(a, f) = c 1 $f(z - 224) a(z - u) du A dii. 
We may equivalently consider 
B,(a, f) = j. -3(z - 224) a(z - u) du A dii. 
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If we integrate B,(a, f) against h in L2, and make a trivial change 
of variables, we see that the boundedness of the first differential of S is 
equivalent to the question of whether B3(f, h): L2 x L2 H L’, where 
a one dimensional version of which has been studied but is unknown. 
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